
1
Compute with Values

While this chapter still might provide information you already know,
I suggest that you read carefully, especially when you come from a
language like Java™ were the rules of variables and values are much
different from C++. I will show you how to define and initialize
simple variables, how to use some built-in types and some of the
most important standard library types. We will use simple input
and output using the standard streams. While this means of I/O not
be best for big real-world applications it allows us to exercise our
programs simply.

1.1 Define Variables

A variable definition looks very similar to a parameter definition for variable definition
a function, we specify the type and the name of the variable. A
function parameter is always initialized with the function argument
when it is called, but a local variable must be initialized before it is
used. We specify the initial value of a variable in its definition by
putting it in braces: int anAnswer{42};

As you might have guessed, this defines a variable named anAnswer

with the type int and the initial value of 42. If you do not specify
a value between the braces the variable still is initialized but with a
default value. What the default value is, depends on the type used to
define the variable. For numeric types like int or double the default
value is zero (0).

For variables with class type, such as std::string there is no need
to allocate memory on the heap, like it is necessary in Java™ with the
keyword new. The C++ compiler automatically provides the memory
for the underlying object and it also automatically reclaims it when
the variable goes out of scope. Therefore, we define variables as local
as possible, that means just before we actually need to use them.

A note on naming. In C++ we start the name of our variables
and functions with a lower case letter. You should use a name for
variables and parameters that spells out what its value is represent-
ing. Short forms or abbreviations are OK when the context where
such a name is used is very local. For example, a loop counter of
type int might often be a single letter, such as i. A function’s name
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initialization syntax options

In this book I recommend that you use the so-called direct
initialization with braces {} or = when you use auto to deter-
mine a variable’s type from the initialization value. However,
due to legacy and syntactical reasons there are more forms
of initialization that are valid. And there is even an incom-
patibility between syntax introduced in C++11 and the use
of type deduction with auto that is considered problematic
and its semantic has been changed retroactively in C++17.
int const i=0; //copy initialization

int const j{1}; //direct initialization

int const k(2); //also direct initialization

int const l = {3}; //direct list initialization

For variables where the type is deduced from the initializer
using auto there are some interesting effects:
auto const m=4; //int

auto const n{5}; //special case in older compilers

auto const o(6); //int

auto const p={7}; //std::initializer_list<int>

The cases 5 and 7 are interesting, because n and p get the
type deduced as std::initializer_list<int> in C++11 and
C++14. However, for case 5 it was considered a bug in the
standard and has been changed, so that n will get the type
int from C++17 on. Most compilers apply this fix back-
wardly also for C++11 and C++14 compilation modes. The
underlying rules can be even more complicated in detail.
Therefore, stick with braces for variable definitions with ini-
tialization, unless their type has a std::initializer_list

constructor and you want to use another one.

should say what it does, like sayHello. In some examples of this
book, I use generic or nonsense names to show some syntactic issues
where the corresponding element is not actually used in the context
of a program. Do not follow that style in your own code, but use
understandable names.

Constant variables In many—may be even most—situations var-
iables are defined that actually do not vary. That means, we define a
name for a value that never changes. This can often be used to give
a name to the value of a complicated expression or use a name to
avoid recalculating a value over and over. Or, we actually define a
constant representing a value that never changes, such as p. In C++const
we define such variables with the additional keyword const. This
way the compiler ensures that actually the variable is not changed.11 You might think constant variable is

an oxymoron. However, there are lan-
guages where variables can only be as-
signed once and using const that way
mimics the functional style of those lan-
guages.

Later we will see that such non-changing variables can also be de-
clared with the keyword constexpr when their value is computable
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Placing const in a declaration: While placing const to the
left of the base type (known as "const west"), like in
const int zero{0}; might read more natural to you and is
the sequence of keywords used in the C++ standard [ISO17]
it has some major drawbacks. A better means to read decla-
rations in C++ is from the inside out and from left to right,
because that allows a much more consistent style[Sak99].
Therefore, to read a declaration’s type, start from the name,
look to the right from the name, if there is nothing (left), look
towards the left. So our variable above is named theAnswer

and its type is pronounced const int from right to left. This
style that places const to the right is called "east const". Here
is an example where placing const towards the left is a bit
surprising.

int i{42};

const int &rci{i}; //~~ int const &rci{i};

//rci++; // does not compile

using refi=int &; // type reference to int

const refi ri{i}; // const without effect

ri++; // allowed, reference to int

std::cout << i; // 43

Retro 1.1: East const versus
const west

at compile time. This also ensures that the variable can be used in
other compile-time computations.

int const theAnswer{42};

There are only a few cases where a variable actually varies. For
example, when it is used as a loop index or otherwise changes with
iteration. Another common case are variables used to collect results,
such as the output stream in the previous chapter. A third case are
variables representing objects that actually change their state which
is true for the output stream as well.

Placing variable definitions: The position of a variable defini-
tion is also something where old habits might be wrong.2 It is best

2 I am referring to the practice of first
defining all variables before the code
using them as, e. g., in Pascal.

to define a variable as local as possible. We already banned using
global variables. Even within function scope it is good style to define
variables as local as possible, especially when it helps to avoid unini-
tialized variables or initializing the variable with a dummy value,
before its real value can be computed.

1.2 Simple Strings

Two important types are provided by the standard library for se-
quences. There is std::string for sequences of char, just what
you’d expect from a type named string. And for sequences of other
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Fear of const

Using const often has been disputed in the past, even by me.
However, today I recommend that you define things in your
program as const as possible and only omit it to note that you
deliberately intend changing the variable. You should start
exercising placing const in front of its name whenever you
define a variable or a parameter, so that you very consciously
leave it out instead of the other way around. In addition
to enable the compiler to better optimize your program it
can also make it easier to reason about your program and
to debug it. Cevelopprovides a checker and quick-fix to add
missing consts.

Retro 1.2: const phobia

const versus Java™ ’s final

While final in Java™ also limits the assignability of vari-
ables to their initialization and of parameters to the argu-
ment assignment on a method call, final is not transitive.
That means an object referred through a final reference can
still be altered in Java™ . This is not the case in C++ where
const also implies const-ness for any sub-elements of the
variable. There is one exception that a const pointer in C++
not automatically makes the pointed-to element const unless
that is specified.

Retro 1.3: const versus final

kinds of elements C++ provides the parameterized, generic type
std::vector<T> explained in chapter 2.

But let us start with an example in Listing 1.1 using std::string

and demonstrating simple input. We separate our functionality into
three functions askForName(), inputName() and sayGreeting() all
called from main(). We extend our previous example with a func-
tion obtaining input from a std::istream. This requires us to use
a variable to store the result of the input that we then return as
inputName()’s value. Please note, that we directly call inputName()
and pass its result as argument to sayGreeting(). While that saves
us an additional variable and is usually faster, you should be aware
that if you call multiple functions to pass their result as arguments
to another function the sequence of the calls is unspecified behavior.unspecified behavior

Our function inputName() has some other news for you. As you
already have guessed its argument std::cin stands for the standard
input stream and the corresponding parameter type is std::istream&.
For stream input, C++ uses two angle brackets >> towards the right.
The corresponding operator>>() is called right shift and its seman-right shift
tic is formatted input if applied on a std::istream. The type of the
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Listing 1.1: greeting.cpp
#include <iostream>

#include <string>

void askForName(std::ostream &out){

out << "What is your name? ";

}

std::string inputName(std::istream &in){

std::string name{};

in >> name;

return name;

}

void sayGreeting(std::ostream &out,std::string name){

out << "Hello " << name << ", how are you?\n";

}

int main() {

askForName(std::cout);

sayGreeting(std::cout, inputName(std::cin));

}

Caution 1.1: multiple side
effects

The unspecified sequence of function calls used to determine
another function’s arguments is no problem if the functions
called are pure, i. e., they do not have side effects. However, our
inputName() has a side effect and calling it twice in a single
call—as you should exercise later—can give different results
and thus you mustn’t rely on a specific sequence of function
argument evaluation.

variable on the right side determines what input is actually parsed.
If you specify a variable of type int like std::cin >> anAnswer; the
library will only accept digits.

You might notice that we used & for both stream types, whereas
std::string name defined as parameter of sayGreeting() is not us-
ing that symbol. An ampersand & in front of a parameter name
denotes that this parameter is passed by reference, meaning that any passed by reference
changes within the function will actually change the argument ob-
ject given in the function call. The parameter name within the func-
tion acts as an alias to the variable given as the argument. Without
that special symbol, like in std::string name the argument value is
copied and the parameter works like a local variable initialized with
that value within the function body.

We use several left shift operators in a row in sayGreeting. This
is allowed and saves us to spell out out that often, because the corre-
sponding operator<< returns its left-hand argument as a result.

When you run the program in Listing 1.1 you are asked for your
name. If you enter a name containing a blank character in between
like "John Doe", you will recognize that only the characters up to the
first blank character are put into name. If you want to read a whole
line as input you can use the function getline(in,name) instead of
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Do not be afraid of the copying of argument values into func-
tion parameters. We will learn more details on parameter
passing and fine tuning later if you really need optimal per-
formance. In addition an optimizing C++ compiler will elim-
inate the need for actual copying of data whenever it can
determine it is safe to do so. Third, copying is not as expen-
sive as you might assume with good implementations of the
standard library and an optimizing compiler.

Retro 1.4: Fear of expensive
copying

the right-shift operator>>. You can experiment with that in the ex-
ercises.

1.3 Simple Types, Values and Expressions

Here, let us deal with the fundamental types like int that you mightfundamental types
already know from other languages. You will learn about their type
names, how to construct a literal of the given type like 42 and also
how C++ automatically transforms their values when they are used
in a context where a different (fundamental) type is required, e.g.,
when a double value is assigned to an int variable. In addition you
will get a brief overview on the available operators that work with
the fundamental types and others.

C++, like C, deals with signed and unsigned integer types, this
is where it is different from Java™ where all integer types have a
sign. The range of floating point types consists of float, double, and
long double with increasing precision and range. The value range of
numeric types is implementation defined and thus you cannot rely onimplementation defined
the possible range of values to be between �231..231 � 1 for int, for
example, if you want to write really portable code. However, there is
library infrastructure to determine the available value range for the
numeric types as explained in ??.

char and string

We already have seen string literals embedded in double quotes
"hello", such a string literal is actually not of type std::string, but
is an array of char values with a terminating ’\0’ character as it is
in C. However, normally that doesn’t matter, since it is automatically
converted into a std::string value, whenever needed. Literals of
single char values are embedded in single quotes like ’A’ represent-
ing the numeric value of the characters internal representation. For
example, in typical ASCII encoding ’A’ represents the value 65.

C++11 [ISO11b] is the first version of the standard that defines
support for unicode [Uni11] character and string literals. While there
is support for 16 and 32 bit character types (char16_t, char32_t)
in addition to the previously implementation-defined wide characterwide character
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type wchar_t, I recommend, that when you need to deal with uni-
code characters that you use UTF-8 encoding and std::string to
represent those UTF-8 encoded unicode strings. To form a UTF-
8 string literal, you prefix the quoted string literal with u8, like
u8"half is \xBD". As you see, within a character or string literal
using backspace ’\n’ to represent special characters as given in ta-
ble 1.1.

code char name

\’ ’ single quote

\" " double quote

\n LF new line/line feed

\t TAB horizontal tab

\\ \ backslash

\101 A octal char value

\x41 A hex char value

Table 1.1: important escape codes

Raw string literals are a means to specify string literals that are not
prone to substitution of escape codes. There are two options to spec-
ify a raw string literal you might need to choose from to ensure it is

raw string literalparsed correctly. The simplest form is using
R"(a raw string)"

the quotes and parentheses are the delimiters, between them you can
put any character—even newline—except the sequence that would
terminate the raw string. To enable a raw string that might contain
)" you put additional sequence of characters between the leading
and the trailing quote and parenthesis, such as

R"abc(raw string with R"()"ending here)abc".

String literal concatenation can also be a bit surprising, but if you
have two adjacent string literals only separated by white space char-
acters such as newline they are concatenated while the program is
compiled. This can come handy, if you want to output a longer text
that won’t fit nicely on a single line but do not want to waste call-
ing the output operator that often. However, to obtain newlines you
need to spell them out with an escape sequence. Using a raw string
that consists of several lines can save you even that.

String expressions are usually given by using the std::string class.
Except for the literal concatenation all other useful operations are im-
plemented by std::string. The underlying character types are are
treated like integral numbers and allow all the operations explained
below.

String Literals as std::string C++14 [ISO14] introduced a standard
suffix s for string literals to have them converted to values of std::string.
To be able to use that suffix, you have to add using namespace std::string_literals;

in the scope where you want to use it or in an enclosing scope. This
way the following variable definition will deduce the type std::string
for s
auto const s="Hello"s;

Integral Types

"Gott schuf die natürlichen Zahlen, alles andere ist Menschenwerk"
(Leopold Kronecker). 3 Well, C++’s integers are man made and

3 "God made the integers; all else is
work of man."
Or, more exactly, "God made the natu-
ral numbers;..."are not able to represent arbitrarily large numbers but it provides a
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whole range of types for unsigned integers that represent positive in-unsigned integers
tegral numbers starting from 0. In increasing size they are: unsigned
char, unsigned short, unsigned, unsigned long, and unsigned long

long. Except for unsigned char you can append the keyword int to
each of them without changing the meaning. I suggest that you use
the shortest form when spelling these types. While it is guaranteed
that the size and thus the range of values is not decreasing along the
sequence, it is not even guaranteed that they are actually different.
However, on many current 32 bit platforms the number of bits for
them are 8, 16, 32, 32, 64. The good thing about unsigned integers
that any calculation on them cannot overflow, because the standard
defines that to be implemented modulo 2n, where n is the number of
bits of the underlying implementation.4 The bad things is you lack

4 For example, an unsigned long long
might allow us to represent the integral
numbers from zero to 264 � 1.

negative values.
But there is hope, for integers including negative numbers, we

have signed char, short, int, long, and long long. Again you can
decorate these with superfluous signed in the front or int in the
end, but you should refrain from doing so. Each of the signed types
is using the same number of bits than the corresponding unsigned

type. Because a range of negative integers is needed the maximum
value is about half of what the unsigned version of the type would
allow. Combining signed with unsigned integers in operations can
have surprising results, because the result might have an unsigned

integral type.

Integral literals are formed by using decimal digits (42), octal digits42
052
0x2A
42u
0xfull

with a leading zero (052), or hexadecimal digits with a leading 0x

(0x2a). Starting with int the type is automatically made larger, if
the value is to large to represent it in the smaller type. To force an
unsigned type you can append ’u’ or ’U’ to the digits (42u). If you
have a smaller value that you want to enforce to represent as a long

or long long you append one or two ’L’s, e.g., 0xFULL represents the
value 15 as an unsigned long long.

std::string vs. other languages

If you programmed in Java, you might know that java.lang.String is immutable and comes with
its mutable companion StringBuilder. In C++ std::string is a value type. That means non-const
variables of its type can be changed, there is no need to allocate new instances to append a string,
for example.
If your background is in C then you might intrigued to continue to use char * as a means to
represent strings. I strongly recommend that you never ever use the functions of <cstring> (aka
<string.h>) again in your code but use std::string instead. It is not only more convenient and
less error prone but often also much faster than the C-style using pointers to represent strings.
For dealing with system functions accepting only character pointers std::string provides the
c_str() member function.
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Arithmetic operators provided by C++ are those that you would ex-
pect: addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*) and division
(/). Note that integer division is not rounding but truncating and 35+7

50-8
6*7
84/2
92%50

there is no automatic floating point result when you divide two in-
tegers. Therefore, also modulo (%) to obtain the remainder of a divi-
sion is supported. Precedence of these operators is like you learned
in school. They group from left to right if of the same precedence.
Unary operators for negation (-) and unary plus (+, no effect on inte-
gers) are also available. Integer division by zero results in undefined undefined behavior
behavior. You might also get warnings when you mix signed and
unsigned values within a single arithmetic expression. This is, be-
cause you might get undefined behavior because of arithmetic overflow
happening, however, most implementations actually ignore integer
overflow and do no harm. Nevertheless, if you mix different integral
types in an expression, C++ automatically adjusts the value of the
"smaller" type to match the larger one, i. e., adding a char value to a
long works automatically without explicit conversion required. This
automatism is called integer promotion. integer promotion

Binary bit operators are bitwise AND (&), bitwise OR (|), bitwise
XOR (^), left bit shift (<<) and right bit shift (>>). The left hand

0x7Bu & 0xAEu
040u | 012u
071u ^ 023u
21u << 1
168u >> 2
~ 0xffffffD5u

operand defines the value to be shifted, the right hand operand the
number of bits to shift. If you shift more than the size of the left-hand
operand or with a negative right-hand operand the result is unde-
fined behavior5. While shifting a bit means multiplying or dividing 5 undefined behavior is a term of the C++

standard that actually means anything
can happen. Running a program with
statements that have undefined behav-
ior can mean that the program formats
your hard disk or that it causes raining
pink elephants.

an integer by 2 I strongly recommend that you do not use shifting
when you actually want to multiply or divide by a power of two.
A compiler will use an optimal implementation of multiplication or
division anyway, so there is no need to obfuscate a multiplication.
Bitwise negation is provided with the unary prefix operator tilde
(~). original alternative spelling

x | y x bitor y
x & y x bitand y
x ^ y x xor y
~x compl x

Table 1.2: alternative spelling of bit
operators, used rarely

You should not mix arithmetic with bit operations in a single ex-
pression at least not without great care. That is because the prece-
dence of the bit operators is lower than that of the arithmetic oper-
ators and you might get non-intuitive results from it or you might
unintentionally have used a bit operator where you intended to use
a logical one.

Binary operators for integer variables on the left-hand side are assign-
ment (=) and combined arithmetic or bit assignment operators, like
+= that adds the value on the right to the variable on the left or <<=

that left shifts the value stored in the variable on the left. Variable
assignment allows us to introduce two additional concepts of the lan-
guage. The variable that goes to the left of an assignment operator
is called an lvalue. Every expression that denotes a memory location lvalue
that can be altered, can be used as an lvalue, e.g.,

std::string s{"hallo"};

s[1] = ’e’; //s is now "hello"

Other expressions that calculate or deliver a plain value and that can
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go on the right-hand side of an assignment denote so-called rvalue.rvalue
Usually you do not have to care that much about lvalue and rvalue
properties when programming. However, later when we discuss
some more advanced features of C++ parameter and result passing
to and from functions we will learn more about that distinction and
its finer issues.

Unary operators for integer variables that change an lvalue are pre-
fix and postfix increment (++) and decrement (--). While the prefix
versions deliver the value changed by adding or subtracting one the
postfix versions deliver the original value of the variable they are ap-
plied to. For example, ++i is equivalent to i += 1, both increment i
by one and return the new value of i. For an overview of available
operators, their precedence and their grouping behavior see table 1.3
towards the end of this chapter.

bool – false and Truths

Conditional code depends on truth values. C++’s type for that is
called bool with the literals false and true. You can obtain truth
values, for example, through the relational operators comparing two
values, e.g., x < y will yield true if x is less than y. C++ defines the
following relational operators: less than (<), less than or equal (<=),
greater than (>), greater than or equal (>=), equal (==) and unequal
Boolean logic is implemented through logical AND (&&), logical OR
(||) and logical NOT (!). It is less well known that you can spell
these operators also with keywords and, or, and not. However, I rec-
ommend to use the symbols because the keyword versions are less
well known but they have the advantage that they cannot be eas-
ily mistyped and become bit operators instead. The logical && and
|| operators provide short-cut evaluation, meaning the right hand
operand is only evaluated when the left-hand operand doesn’t de-
termine the truth value. For example, false && something() means
function something() will never be called.

Never ever write code that compares
bool expressions to true or false, just
use the expression or negate it with !
(not). This guideline is valid in all pro-
gramming languages.

Other truth values are possible in C++ in contrast to, for example,
Java™ . Every numeric value can be used as a truth value, with the
meaning that zero (0) means false and all other values mean true.
Also for pointers—we do not know yet what they are—everything
except nullptr is considered true. While this can be quite handy,
e.g. you can write if (x) instead of if (x != 0), but this can be
confusing for Java™ programmers.

Many library classes that have some property of valid vs. in-
valid internal state provide an automatic conversion to bool. For
example, the std::istream objects we already encountered are con-
sidered to be false when the stream is in an invalid state. That
can happen through an end-of-file condition or when input charac-
ters didn’t match expected formatted input, e.g., when an int value
should be given and alphabetical characters are provided by the user.
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Integral promotion

Using bool in arithmetic expressions can create a problem be-
cause type bool is considered an integral type in C++ with
false being treated as zero (0) and true as one (1). If you mis-
place a parenthesis, type a bit operator instead of a logical one,
or do not consider the precedence of operators in a complex ex-
pression that you intend to be a boolean expression you might
end up doing arithmetic with a bool value instead of a evalu-
ating a logical expression.
x != 0 & 42 % x

doesn’t protect the division when x is zero and doesn’t yield
the same as
x != 0 && 42 % x

which results in false, if x is zero or if it divides 42.

Caution 1.2: bool can be a
number

This leads to idioms like the following loop that reads and sums ints
until either end-of-file is reached on std::cin or non-number input
is given:

int input{};

int sum{0};

while(std::cin >> input) { sum += input; }

Conditional evaluation is on the one hand provided on a statement-
level with the if-else statement. You provide an expression that
can be interpreted as a truth value in parentheses after if (cond)

like in other languages. You also have seen one looping construct
with while(cond) just in the example above. But in addition to the
statement-level, C++ also provides an expression-level conditional
by the only ternary operator e1?e2:e3. This one requires a truth
value e1 in front of the question mark, and depending on that selects
the value of the second expression e2 before the colon : if true or
the third expression e3 after the colon if false. Because the result is
again an expression the types of the two possible result expressions
must be type compatible, you can not have the following expression
if apples and oranges have completely different types (automatic
conversions apply, as with other operators):

std::cout << (isred?apples:oranges);

Note also the parentheses around the expression. They are needed
due to the fact that the precedence of the conditional operator is
lower than that of the operator<<.

Floating Point Numbers

You might have been waiting for them and here they are, the types
for floating point numbers in C++ are float, double, and long double

providing single precision, double precision and quadruple precision
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with respect to the according floating point standard[ISO11a]. I do
not want to waste space in detailing all the issues you might have
with floating point arithmetic, however, the simple things that are
important I show you. If you really are into scientific computation in
C++, I suggest that you consult other work dealing with that respect
as well. As a summary, it usually doesn’t pay to use float instead of
double, except when you have huge amounts of floating point num-
bers to store and single precision is enough, or when your hardware
has special very fast single precision support and is slower with dou-
ble precision. Use double as your data type, when you intend to do
floating point calculation.

All arithmetic that is possible with integers is possible with float-
ing point numbers as well, except for modulo(%).You can even freely
combine integers with floating point numbers in an expression and
integers will automatically be converted to the floating point type.
However, there are subtle issues, like that 3.14 + 7/3 will equal
5.14, because the conversion is only considered when you really
combine a floating point value with an integer. Because of its higher
precedence the division operation 7/3 is evaluated first and that di-
vides two integers resulting in the int value 2 that is then converted
to 2.0.

Comparing floating point numbers can sometimes be surprising. One
thing, is that due to their inexact nature, floating point numbers that
look the same when you print them, might have a slightly different
internal representation and comparing such numbers for equality or
inequality can have non-obvious results. CUTE takes care for unit
testing by the provided ASSERT_EQUAL_DELTA() macro, where you
can specify an error value that determines how close the expected
and actual value must be to be considered equal and it automati-
cally determines such an error value on the least-significant decimal
digit when you use the regular ASSERT_EQUAL() with floating point
numbers.

However, even with comparing floating points with less than (<) or
similar relations can have surprising results. There exists valid rep-
resentations for positive and negative infinity and something called
not-a-number(NaN). Comparing infinity with infinity is not giving
you a useful result and comparing NaN with any number usually
returns false. So the relationship that (x < y) == !(x>=y) is not
necessarily true, when x or y have the value NaN. You can get NaN,
for example, by dividing 0.0/0.0 or as a result from some math func-
tions with a parameter that is invalid or would result in a complex
result, such as sqrt(-1.0).

Floating point literals are created the usual way with decimal digits
and must have at least either the decimal point or an exponent spec-
ified to be distinguished from integral constants. The default type.5

2.
1e10
9.4605284E15
1.60217646e-19

of such floating point constants is double and that is often the most
efficient means to calculate on current hardware and I suggest that
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Automatic numeric conversion

C++ silently converts between different numeric types, i. e.,
back and forth between integer and floating point types, so you
might get surprising results from expressions mixing different
types. For example, what is the value of x?
double x{2.5*(5/2)};

Caution 1.3: number types mix
and match

you stick with double unless you have very good reasons on to use
float or long double and you know what you are doing. Append-
ing an F or f to a floating point literal specifies float while L or l

are used for long double literals.6 6 Please note, there is no such thing as
an unsigned floating point number

Operator Summary

A lot of theory has been presented in this chapter, but you will
be able to experience it and experiment with it through the exer-
cises given. We conclude with some tables (1.3, 1.4, 1.5) giving an
overview on all available operators in C++ with their precedence
and associativity. The first column gives the priority with higher
numbers meaning higher priority. An higher priority operator binds
its operands before a lower priority operator. If you need to change
the operator binding because of priority, you need to use parenthe-
sis, like in 2 * (3 + 18). The table provide additional information,
that you might not yet understand, but in C++ you get the chance to
overload operators and to use standard functors encapsulating the
operators for use in algorithms.
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prio assoc expression meaning overload functor in <functional>
1 left a, b (comma) sequence, value is b operator,(x,y) none
2 right throw e throw exception n/a none
3 x=5 assignment, value is the as-

signed value (5), overload as
class member only

C::operator=(y) none

x+=5 x-=5 ... assignment by add, etc
-= *= /= %= &= |= ^= >>=

<<=

operator+=(x,y) none

4 b ? x : y conditional evaluation n/a n/a
5 left a || b logical OR, also a or b,

short circuit for built-in
operator||(x,y) std::logical_or

6 a && b logical AND, also a and b,
short circuit for built-in

operator&&(x,y) std::logical_and

7 x | y bitwise OR, both evaluated operator|(x,y) std::bit_or

8 x ^ y bitwise XOR operator^(x,y) std::bit_xor

9 x & y bitwise AND, both evaluated operator&(x,y) std::bit_and

10 x == y compare for equality operator==(x,y) std::equal_to

x != y compare for inequality operator!=(x,y) std::not_equal_to

11 x<y compare, is x less than y? operator<(x,y) std::less

x<=y compare, is x less or equal y? operator<=(x,y) std::less_equal

x>y compare, is x greater than y? operator>(x,y) std::greater

x>=y compare, is x greater or equal y? operator>=(x,y) std::greater_equal

12 x<<y bitwise left shift operator<<(x,y) none
x>>y bitwise right shift operator>>(x,y) none

13 x+y addition operator+(x,y) std::plus

x-y subtraction operator-(x,y) std::minus

14 x*y multiplication operator*(x,y) std::multiplies

x/y division operator/(x,y) std::divides

x%y division remainder operator%(x,y) std::modulus

15 o.*m access member pointer m from
object o

n/a n/a

p->*m access member pointer m from
object pointer p

operator->*(p,m) none

16 right !x logical NOT, also spelled not x,
unary prefix operators,
others see table 1.4

operator!(x) std::logical_not

17 left x++ (unary) postfix operators, others
see table 1.5

operator++(x,int) none

18 ns::name scope resolution operator n/a n/a

Table 1.3: C++ operator precedence,
associativity, overloading and standard
functor availabilty
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prio assoc expression meaning overload

16 right ++x increment, x+=1 operator++(x)

--x decrement, x-=1 operator--(x)

+x unary plus operator+(x)

-x negation, unary minus operator-(x)

!x logical NOT, also not x operator!(x)

~x bitwise negation operator~(x)

*p indirection, dereference operator*(x)

&x address-of, obtain a pointer to x operator&(x)

new t dynamically allocate object of
type t

operator new(size_t)

new t[n] dynamically allocate array n ob-
jects of type t

operator new[](size_t)

delete p deallocate dynamic memory
pointed to by p

operator delete(void *)

delete[] p deallocate dynamic memory for
array pointed to by p

operator delete[](void *)

sizeof(T) size in bytes of type or expres-
sion, result is constant of type
size_t

n/a

sizeof...(TPP) number of arguments in a tem-
plate parameter pack TPP

n/a

alignof(T) alignment in bytes of complete
type T, result of type size_t

n/a

noexcept(e) can e throw an exception? result
is constant of type bool

n/a

Table 1.4: C++ unary prefix operators
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prio assoc expression meaning overload
17 left x++ post-increment operator++(x,int)

x-- post-decrement operator--(x,int)

f(x) function call, must be class
member

C::operator()(x)

a[i] array subscript, indexing, must
be class member

C::operator[](x)

o.x member access of object o n/a
p->x member access of object pointed

to by p, must be a class member
C::operator->()

123_udl user-defined literal see chapter
??

operator""_udl(x)

typeid(t) introspection of type or expres-
sion, result is a std::type_info

n/a

static_cast<T>(e) convert expression e to type T n/a
dynamic_cast<T>(rp) convert baseclass pointer/refer-

ence to its dynamic subtype T

n/a

const_cast<T>(e) convert expression e by chang-
ing its const/volatile quali-
fiers to T, use with care

n/a

reinterpret_cast<T>(e) convert binary representation of
e to type T without actually con-
verting, caution use only with

care

n/a

T{l} construct value of type T from
initializer list l

n/a

T(e) explicit type conversion function
call style, construct value of type
T from e, if list is given call ctor

n/a

(T) e casts expression e to type T

deprecated and dangerous, use

static_cast<T>(e) etc.

n/a

Table 1.5: C++ postfix/suffix operators.
Some considered here are actually
in front of the expression they are
working on, but the standard defines
them this way, because of priority and
associativity.
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1.4 Simple Input and Output

While the last chapters laid the foundation of the language we now
need to look at further language features and the abilities of the
available standard library in the upcoming chapters. With respect
to the library I won’t go into all details of functionality of the classes
provided, because when programming you’d use your IDEs auto-
completion to figure out the spelling and you will consult online re-
sources such as the C++ reference wiki[cpp12]7 or the cplusplus.com 7 http://en.cppreference.com

web site [cpl12]8. Therefore, this book will not provide a complete 8 http://cplusplus.com

reference of classes and functions of the standard library. A further
recommendation is Nicolai Josutti’s book "The C++ Standard Library
(2nd edition)" [Jos12].

While we have had a look at very simple input and output for
std::string already and we even have seen std::ostringstream as
a means for writing unit tests for output, I’d like to show you a bit
more so that you will be able to write simple useful programs. A
complete reference of the underlying iostream library can be found
in Angelika Langer and Klaus Kreft’s iostreams book[LK08].

Let us start with a simple example program asking for your age
and printing it. Whenever you enter something that doesn’t resemble
a decimal integer you will get an age of 0. When you provide and
end-of-file condition on input the variable read is unchanged.9

9 providing EOF can mean entering
CTRL-D (Linux, Mac OS X, Unix, cyg-
win bash) or CTRL-Z (Windows).

#include <iostream>

int main() {

std::cout << "Enter your age: " << std::flush;

int age{-1};

std::cin >> age;

std::cout << "\nYou are " << age

<< " years old" << std::endl;

}

Listing 1.2: howoldareyou1.cpp

You see that the last value output is not "\n" but std::endl. This
is to show you a different way to spell a line delimiter, but also to
tell you that in general std::endl is less efficient than outputting
"\n" or ’\n’, because std::endl enforces buffered output of the
std::ostream to be flushed. On a terminal window, this is required,
for example, to actually write out to the user when the program exe-
cution passes that statement, otherwise the buffering might keep the
characters from appearing in time. They will only be output when
the buffer is full or deliberately flushed. In our little program how-
ever std::endl is superfluous, because the immediate termination of
the program ensures flushing std::cout.

More on Reading Values

Reading with the right shift operator>> will skip any leading whites-
pace characters (blank, newline, tabs) and then try to read characters
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formatted according to the type of the variable (the lvalue) given.
Reading strings from a std::istream can usually no go wrong, but
when you want to read in numbers, a user might provide invalid
input. In case the user enters something different than expected, i. e.,
letters instead of numbers when reading an int, the value assigned
is zero and the input stream is switched to a "broken" state. To leave
the broken state of an input stream the member function clear() is
used. However, calling std::cin.clear() won’t remove the offend-
ing input characters from the stream.

To write a robust version of our simple program we must might
want to read in a whole line, take the first number and ignore the
rest. If there is no number in the first place, we continue reading
further lines until either a valid number is found or we reach an
end-of-file condition which means we cannot fulfill our promise of
outputting a valid number.

Such a long specification calls out for unit tests for that problem,
so let us start with them. The simplest test is the one that defines
what to do when we hit end-of-file, so no input is given. We define
the following test for our function that -1 denotes that error. Similar
to our output testing functions we now use a std::istringstream to
provide an input stream from a string. However, for the first test we
use it with no input at all.

void testAgeInputEOF() {

std::istringstream in;

ASSERT_EQUAL(-1, inputAge(in));

}

A trivial implementation of the function would look like the follow-
ing and that is what one would do in test-driven development (TDD).test-driven development

int inputAge(std::istringstream& in) {

return -1;

}

A next test case will give us more information. A well behaved user
will provide us with a number and that is what we test for.

void testAgeInputOK() {

std::istringstream in{"42\n"};

ASSERT_EQUAL(42, inputAge(in));

}

To fulfill that test, we need to provide a bit more of an implemen-
tation, but still aren’t robust yet. We just do what we would have
done anyway, but we check if the input succeeded and only return
the variable then, otherwise we stick with -1.
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int inputAge(std::istream& in) {

int age{-1};

if (in >> age)

return age;

return -1;

}

Many developers would stop here, but that is not OK. We also need
to test for the robustness and our specification from above gives us
some hints on what to do. So our third test provides a lines of wrong
input and checks if an attempt to read actually consumes all input.10

10 When writing this chapter this test ac-
tually provided me with insights that
provided an alternative robust solution
instead of the one given in the specifi-
cation.

void testAgeInputWrong() {

std::istringstream in{"wrong \n"};

ASSERT_EQUAL(-1, inputAge(in));

ASSERT(in.eof());

}

In addition we want to know if when we have a line with invalid
input that the next line with a number is actually read.11

11 I cheat a bit, since TDD says I should
do one test at a time, but here I use
a pragmatic shortcut for brevity of the
text.

void testAgeInputSeveralWrongLinesThenOK() {

std::istringstream in{"wrong \n\n 42\n"};

ASSERT_EQUAL(42, inputAge(in));

}

Now we have enough information to implement the function in a
more robust way. When reading a number fails, we reset the stream
status and skip the whole line.

int inputAge(std::istream& in) {

int age{-1};

while (!in.eof()) {

if (in >> age)

return age;

in.clear();

std::string line{};

getline(in,line);

}

return -1;

}

However, our specification says we need to test that the line contain-
ing our valid number is actually read completely and anything extra
on it is ignored. A further attempt to read a character with get()

from the stream will put it into the end-of-file state, that we test with
the eof() member function.
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void testAgeInputLastLineReadCompletely() {

std::istringstream in{"wrong \n\n 42 ignored\n"};

ASSERT_EQUAL(42, inputAge(in));

ASSERT(in);

in.get();

ASSERT(in.eof());

}

This actually now leads to the implementation according to our orig-
inal specification. However, with a slightly adjusted specification the
previous solution might be sufficient. But I’d like to show you this
one as an additional example on how to read in values, because it
can be more easily extended to read multiple values on a line in a
robust way.

int inputAge(std::istream& in) {

while (in) {

std::string line{};

getline(in, line);

std::istringstream is{line};

int age{-1};

if (is >> age)

return age;

}

return -1;

}

I leave it as an exercise for you to adapt main() from Listing 1.2 to
use the just developed robust inputAge() function. A variant using
stoi() to convert the read String directly TO an Integer is shown
later on page 94.

Simple Output formatting

We have already seen that simple values can be output to a std::ostream

using the left-shift operator. However, we haven’t learned yet any-
thing about formatting our output, except for outputting a new line.12

12 If you have a C-background will be
used to printf() and might know its
formatting tricks. However, I do not
recommend that you continue using it,
because it is not type safe and there is
no means for the compiler to check that
the arguments actually match the for-
mat string.

Each stream object contains a state that keeps track of the current
formatting settings and any errors occured. While it is possible to
manipulate that state through member functions of the stream ob-
ject, e.g., we have used clear(), for formatting output that is often
inconvenient, especially when you want to format several values dif-
ferently at once. Therefore, the iostream library provides so-called
manipulators that you can output on a stream to change the way out-manipulators
put is generated. Some of the manipulators also work for input, but
we won’t cover it here yet.

Let us start with an example. Normally an integer value is printed
in decimal, however, if you do deal with bit manipulations or similar
binary encodings octal or hexadecimal formats are more convenient.
Fortunately, you do not have to do the conversion on your own there
manipulators that switch the integer conversion on a stream:
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std::cout << 42 << ’\n’

<< std::oct << 42 << ’\n’

<< std::hex << 42 << ’\n’;

This will print the value 42 in decimal, octal and hexadecimal:
42

52

2a

As you see, there is no indication that the number printed is in a dif-
ferent format. You can achieve that with the showbase manipulator.
There is a slight drawback to these manipulators, if we continue our
piece of code with outputting the number again, we observe that it is
again printed in hexadecimal. The integer formatting manipulators
are sticky, that is the formatting they enforce is not reset, once the
output is done. You need to use std::dec to switch back to deci-
mal:

std::cout << 42 << ’\n’

<< std::dec << 42 << ’\n’;

The layout of individual outputs can also be manipulated. How-
ever, to use these manipulators with parameters you need to in-
clude the header <iomanip>, because they aren’t already defined
in the <iostream> header. To print a nice table for the different
representations we can use std::setw(n) manipulator, that will de-
fine the (minimal) output field width. Output will be right-aligned
by default, you can use std::left to switch to left alignment and
std::right to switch back to right alignment. However, in con-
trast to std::setw(n) that only influences the next formatted out-
put, std::left and std::right are sticky and influence output until
the opposite manipulator is given. Another sticky manipulator is
std::setfill(’’) that will set the character used to fill the space, if
the field width is wider than the formatted output. The Listing 1.3
shows an example of these operators with a little program that prints
out decimal, octal and hexadecimal versions of the numbers from 0

to 255. It also introduces the classic for-loop that is the same as in C
or Java™ . Its output starts like

0 0 0x00

1 01 0x01

2 02 0x02

For floating point numbers exist further manipulators that influ-
ence their formatting. The format manipulators available are std::fixed,
std::scientific, std::hexfloat, and std::defaultfloat. The lat-
ter resets the default behavior of the floating point output formatting,
which is a mixture between std::fixed for numbers that can be eas-
ily printed that way and std::scientific for numbers too small or
too large for a decent std::fixed formatting. The number of signif-
icant decimal digits can be influenced with std::setprecision(n),
where n is 6 for the default floating point output format. For the sci-
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#include<iostream>

#include<iomanip>

#include <locale>

int main(){

for (unsigned n=0;n!=256;++n){

std::cout << std::setfill(’ ’) <<std::setw(4)

<< std::dec << n

<< std::showbase << std::setw(6)

<< std::oct<< n

<< std::noshowbase << " 0x"

<< std::setfill(’0’) << std::setw(2)

<< std::hex << n << std::endl;

}

}

Listing 1.3: numbertable.cpp

entific and fixed formats the precision denotes the number of digits
after the decimal point.

double const pi{std::acos(0.5)*3};

std::cout << std::setprecision(4) << pi << ’\n’;

std::cout << std::scientific << pi << ’\n’;

std::cout << std::fixed << pi*1e6 << ’\n’;

This piece of code prints out
3.142

3.1416e+00

3141592.6536

Many of the explained manipulators are also available to for input.
The best means is to explore what is available is to actually experi-
ment with it. The table 1.6 gives an overview on the available ma-
nipulators and if they influence input or output. As a rule-of-thumb
all manipulators that take an argument are defined in <iomanip>, the
others are readily available with a stream object, because they are
defined in the stream’s common header file.

A few manipulators that you might have seen are left: std::flush
forces output to happen, by flushing the underlying buffers of the
stream. std::endl inserts a new line and then flushes the output.

The formatting with plain standard IO-manipulators looks a bit
tedious. For simple cases it is OK, but printf() style might be what
you want. In that case have a look at the libraries Boost::Format[Kre06]
or FastFormat[Wil12].

1.5 Exercises

In the following I ask you to implement a number of counting algo-
rithms. Please consult your C++ reference on iostreams to figure out
which member function to use, if the input operator>> doesn’t help
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Caution 1.4: Complexity of
using non-standard Locales

Locales can influence I/O

The C++ standard provides a feature for internationalized i/o
on stream objects: Locales. Locale objects implement i/o for-
matting guidelines with respect to different languages and cul-
tural conventions for numbers, time or money which is beyond
the scope of this book. I refer to [LK08] if you really need to
write code dealing with multiple locales.
In C the use of locales was problematic, because in C a pro-
gram’s locale is global. In C++ locales are bound to a stream
object with the member-function imbue() and thus not global,
unless you use one of the global stream objects, i. e., std::cout.
Because non-standard locales are not used that often, not all li-
brary implementations supported locales well in the past. Even
today, some things that might look intriguing to change via a
hand-crafted locale class might not work as you think.

with solving the problem.
Once you implemented a simple version, change the program, so

that you can actually unit test its functional core with CUTE unit
tests. If you’ve done that, to begin with, even better. How, does your
functional core behave with empty input? Do you always get the
result you are expecting?

Cevelop might handle EOF input character wrong

Note, if you run these program within Cevelop you might need
to reset a flag (uncheck "connect process input&output to a
terminal") in the run configuration dialog to enable Cevelop
to correctly forward your platforms end-of-file marker (CTRL-
D on Linux, Unix and Mac OS X, CTRL-Z on Windows) to
your program. Failing to do so might hang your Cevelop
IDE on some of the platforms. When that happens, you need
to kill your own program from a terminal window or task
manager/system monitor/activity monitor. This should make
Cevelop usable again. If all fails, you might need to restart
Cevelop as well.
This long time bug in the underlying Eclipse CDT platform
will be fixed from Cevelop 1.4 on based on Eclipse CDT 8.8
(fall 2015).

Count non-whitespace char

Write a program ’charc’ to count non-whitespace char values by read-
ing from standard input (std::cin). The result should be printed on
standard output (std::cout).
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Table 1.6: common and important
stream manipulators

manipulator i/o effect
std::dec i/o sets integer format to decimal
std::oct i/o sets integer format to octal
std::hex i/o sets integer format to hexadeci-

mal
std::showpos i/o show plus sign for positive num-

bers
std::noshowpos i/o do not show plus sign
std::showbase i/o sets integer format to show base
std::noshowbase i/o sets integer format to not show

base
std::uppercase i/o use upper case for hex digits, ex-

ponent etc
std::nouppercase i/o use lower case for hex digits, ex-

ponent etc
std::boolalpha i/o use "true" and "false" for bool

i/o
std::noboolalpha i/o use 1 and 0 for bool i/o
std::setw(n) i/o sets next field width to n, non

sticky
std::setfill(c) o sets output field fill character
std::left o output towards the left in a

wider field, fill character on the
right

std::right o output towards the right in a
wider field, fill character on the
left

std::internal o fill character between sign/base
and number

std::scientific i/o sets floating point format with
exponent

std::fixed i/o sets fixed floating point format
without exponent

std::defaultfloat i/o sets default floating point format
std::setprecision(n) i/o sets significant or fractional

number of digits
std::showpoint o include floating point always
std::noshowpoint o omit floating point if possible
std::flush o flush buffered output
std::endl o output newline and flush

buffered output
std::ends o output ’\0’ and flush buffered

output
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Please note, that the input operator>> always skips white space
characters such as blank, tab and newline.

Count all characters

Modify your program ’charc’ that you can count all characters in
standard input including white-space and name that program ’allcharc’.
You might need to use a member function of std::istream to achieve
that. Can you find other means to not skip the white space? Com-
pare the output of your program with the size of the file you use as
input (e.g., $ allcharc <file.txt).

Count words

Write a program ’wc’ to count words separated by white space char-
acter by reading from standard input. The result should be printed
on standard output. A word should be defined by what the input
operator>> decides to be read as a std::string.

Count lines

Write a program ’lc’ to count the lines by reading from standard in-
put. There are several means to achieve that, for example, count the
characters matching the newline character ’\n’, or, use the getline()
function and count how often you can call it until you reach the end
of the input.

Sum numbers

Write a program ’sumi’ to sum up a sequence of integer numbers
given in standard input. Assume only numbers separated by whites-
pace are provided. Print the resulting sum on standard output. Once
you are done, change your program to accept floating point numbers
instead (’sumf’). How many places do you need to change?

Average numbers

Write a program ’averagei’ to calculate the average of a sequence
of integer numbers given in standard input. Assume only numbers
separated by whitespace are provided. Print the resulting average
with the number of elements on standard output. Once you are
done, change your program to accept floating point numbers instead
(’averagef’). How many places do you need to change?

Multiplication table

Write a program ’multab’ to print a multiplication table for the inte-
gers from 1 to 20. Make it more flexible, so that one can input the
maximum factor up to 30 and create the table up to that factor. Make
the table look nice and aligned if printed with a fixed-width font.
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Decimal Fractions

Can you vary your program to print a table of decimal fractions
(’fractab’) for a divided by b, where a and b take the range from 1 to
10?

Bartender cheat sheet

A Bartender who sells lots of drinks, e.g., in a pub, might have a
few drinks herself. Multiplication of drink prices can thus become
a challenge. Create a multiplication sheet for the multiples up to 10
times for the following drinks: ’small’ Beer 4.65, a ’Moaß’ Beer 9.15,
Schnapps 3.85, Soda 2.95.

Simple calculator

Create a function with the signature int calc(int,int,char) that
takes two numbers an a character denoting an operator symbol (’+’, ’-’, ’*’, ’/’).
The function calc should interpret the operator character and com-
pute its result by combining the two integers accordingly. Write unit
tests for your function and try to decide what should happen, if an
operation can not be done, e.g., when dividing by zero or when the
operator character can not be interpreted. Do also provide a test for
such erroneous use. Can you also provide a modulo operation (’%’)?

Provide your calc function in a separate library, that you use from
your test program but also can re-use from other programs.

Simple calculator with stream imput

This exercise will reuse your simple calculator from above and create
an additional function int calc(std::istream& in) that will read a
number, an operator character and another number from the istream
in and compute the result of the operation. Do provide unit tests for
this new calculator.

You can also interactively test your calculator with a main function
like the following:
int main() {

while (std::cin) {

std::cout << ’=’<< calc(std::cin) << ’\n’;

}

}

Combine your second calc function with the one from the previ-
ous exercise in a library.

Experiment unspecified sequence

Modify Listing 1.1. Add a second string parameter to sayGreeting()

and output it together with name. Call it with calling inputName()

twice. What happens? Is the sequence of words the same as you
entered it? Is the program safe to use?
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Experiment output with conditional operator

What happens if the following piece of code gets compiled and exe-
cuted as part of a main funciton? cond is a bool variable

std::cout << cond ? "Hello" : "Peter";

Can you explain your observation. Can you fix the code to get what
one might expect.

Experiment object file and library file content

On the command line of your platform, you should try to observe the
content of the object files and library files created. Figure out how
to use either the nm command (Linux, MacOS, Unix) or dumpbin (MS
Windows) and try to explain the output. Can you recognize the two
versions of the calc function in your library? How do they differ?

Questions/Experiments on input behavior

What happens if you a user provides an invalid number to std::cin >> anAnswer;

? Can the program continue to read further numbers?
How can you read a std::string name with the code std::cin >> name;

if the name provided consists of several words? How can you read
the rest of the input into the string variable?

Look at declaration of std::getline() function and explain its
parameter passing. Why is the std::string parameter passed as
reference?

Drill questions

Please figure out, in which standard header file the following ele-
ments of namespace std are declared. Also point out, if it is a vari-
able, function or type. Please note, in a concrete compiler implemen-
tation you the exact place might be in another header file than the
official standard one. You should provide the latter.

• std::cin

• std::endl

• std::tolower

• std::string

• std::distance

• std::istream_iterator

• std::size_t

• std::vector
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